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ABSTRACT
Objective: To describe the behavior of 45 discs of dental amalgam of known dimension prepared from
three commercially available brands of dental amalgam (Contour® Kerr®–USA, Admix® SDI®–
Australia and Nu Alloy® Newstethic®–Colombia) when subjected to the action of high temperatures
(200°C, 400°C, 600°C, 800°C, 1000°C). It was hoped to establish parameters that could be used for
human dental identification in cases of charred, burned or incinerated human remains.
Materials and methods: A pseudo-experimental descriptive in-vitro study was designed to describe the
macroscopic physical changes to the surface of 45 discs of pre-prepared amalgam of three
commercially available brands exposed to a range of high temperatures.
Results: Characteristic and repetitive physical changes were a noticeable feature of the discs of
amalgam of each brand of amalgam subjected to the different temperature ranges. These physical
changes included changes in dimensional stability, changes in texture, changes in colour, changes in
the appearance of fissures and cracks and changes in the fracture and fragmentation of the sample.
Conclusions: The characteristics of dental amalgam may be of assistance in cases of human
identification where charred, burned or incinerated human remains are a feature and where
fingerprints or other soft tissue features are unavailable.
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INTRODUCTION
The importance of identification of the
deceased has been embraced and accepted
across society since time immemorial.
Identification of the deceased is paramount
for social, cultural, religious, legal and
financial reasons.
Post mortem investigations are often multidisciplinary. The variety of disciplines
involved in an investigation may include
data collection, analysis and interpretation.
Input from various forensic experts,
including forensic odontologists, is usually
routine. Input from the appropriate legal
authority is, in the majority of cases,
mandatory.
Post mortem examination of both hard and
soft tissues of the stomatognathic system is
appropriate in the process to establish
definitive identity of the deceased. Positive
identification is dependant upon reliable
coincidence between ante-mortem and
post-mortem dental records.
In cases of human identification involving
charred, burned or incinerated human
remains where visual identification is
problematic and where fingerprints or
other soft tissue features are unavailable
the stomatognathic system may provide
distinctive and circumstantial evidence to
achieve a positive identification using
dental, anthropological and DNA analysis
(1)
.
In circumstances such as those described
above the forensic odontologist relies on
comparison of the ante-mortem and postmortem records of the deceased (2, 3).
It is well recognized that the resilience of
dental tissues and that of dental restorative
materials, including amalgam, both play a
key part in human identification (4, 5).
The American Board of Forensic
Odontology (6), with national and
international support, has listed four
categories of certainty of identity when
comparing ante- mortem and post-mortem

dental records; positive identification (total
coincidence),
possible
identification
(compatibility),
insufficient
evidence
(inadequate information available) and
exclusion
(incoherence
and
incompatibility) (7).
Dental amalgam is characterized by being
a low cost biocompatible material, with
good physical and mechanical properties.
These properties include good thermal and
electrical conductivity, together with good
compressive and flexural strength and a
low capacity of permanent deformation.
However dental amalgam is non-adhesive
to tooth substrate, is opaque, of low
aesthetic specification and is not anticariogenic. Amalgam is used frequently to
restore Class I and II cavities where
restoration of the structure of the tooth is
of a higher priority than any aesthetic
consideration (8-10). Globally, dental caries
is the most prevalent disease presenting in
adults.
Over the last 150 years dental amalgam has
been the material of choice in restorative
dentistry because of its durability and costeffectiveness, despite current trends toward
the development and use of polymeric
materials with superior aesthetic properties
(11-15)
.
The purpose of this study is to establish in
vitro parameters regarding the behavior of
dental amalgam when subjected to high
temperatures. Forensic experts could then
use this information to determine the range
of temperature in which the changes
occurred. It is hoped that this may
contribute to the process of forensic dental
identification in case of burned, charred or
incinerated human remains.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This is a pseudo-experimental descriptive
transversal observational study that
analyzed, through stereomicroscopy, the
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behavior of 45 discs of dental amalgam of
known dimension prepared from three
commercially available brands (Contour®
Kerr®–USA, Admix® SDI®–Australia
and Nu Alloy® Newstethic®–Colombia)
when subjected to the action of high
temperatures (200°C, 400°C, 600°C,
800°C, 1000°C). In the interests of
comparison and standardisation, three
dental amalgam systems with similar
proportional composition were used in the
study, Two of the brands are used
commonly on a global basis (Contour®
Kerr®–USA and
Admix® SDI®–
Australia) whilst the other is used
commonly in Latin America (Nu Alloy®
Newstethic®–Colombia).
PRODUCTION OF THE DISCS OF
DENTAL AMALGAM USED IN THE
STUDY
Aluminum matrix, acetate sheets and glass
slabs were used to simultaneously prepare
5 discs of amalgam, each one 10
millimeters in diameter and 4 millimeters
thick. Four mono-dose dental amalgam
capsules were used for each disc. Each
capsule was triturated in a Variamix®
Dentsply® amalgamator for 12 seconds.
The discs of amalgam were prepared by
the conventional technique of packing
(placement of the amalgam in the matrix),
condensation (compaction of the amalgam
in the matrix) and polishing (adaptation of
the amalgam with the edge of the matrix)
(16, 17)
. The surfaces of the discs were not
polished (with the aim of not altering the
composition of the surface relative to the
center of the disc). Once the crystallization
phase was complete, the discs were
removed from the matrix (Figure 1).

HANDLING AND CONSERVATION
OF THE SAMPLE
Once the discs of dental amalgam had been
produced, each specimen was stored
individually in a plastic opaque container

and maintained at a relative humidity and
ambient
temperature.
Before
the
application of high temperatures, a digital
photography was taken to each of the
specimens through a Leuchtturm® digital
stereomicroscopy of 1.3 mega pixels at
15X and 50X. The discs were distributed
randomly on each of the six groups (one
control group –ambient temperature– and
five intervention groups) according to
temperature ranges (Table 1).
APPLICATION OF HIGH
TEMPERATURES
This procedure was performed based on
the scientific and technical protocol
established by the Odontostomatology
Department of University of Pavia (Italy) 18
and based on studies carried out by the
School of Dentistry of Universidad del
Valle (Colombia) 19. The in vitro model as
proposed in this study was carried out in an
oven and not on direct flame. From
previous studies it was noted that the
highest temperature reached had been
1000°C that was achieved within 25 or 30
minutes and later maintained at
approximately 500°C until all of the
oxygen was depleted or all the organic
contents reduced to coal (carbonization) or
to calcium compounds, phosphates, silica
or other trace elements (incineration) 20.
This “muffle effect” in situ, was performed
to simulate the effect of perioral tissues,
facial musculature, bone tissue and
periodontal and dental tissues3.
The
intervention group
specimens
corresponding to each range of temperature
were placed in individual trays of
refractory
coating
(Cera-Fina®
Whipmix®) to facilitate their handling.
They were then subjected to direct heat
inside a muffle type oven (Thermolyne®)
previously calibrated to five different
temperature ranges (200°C, 400°C, 600°C,
800°C, 1.000°C) with a climbing rate of
10°C per minute from an initial
10
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temperature of 28°C until each of the
proposed temperatures were reached. For
example, nine specimens were introduced
(three discs of every brand) according to
the 200°C group, each one on their
respective tray, at a temperature range
starting at 28°C to 200°C, The oven was
then left cooling to ambient temperature
before removal of the trays with the
specimens. So on for 600°C, 800°C and
1.000°C group specimens.
By being subjected to high temperatures,
the experimental discs of dental amalgam
may be found to demonstrate changes in
color, texture, fissures and cracks,
fractures, dimensional stability and
explosion20.
SAMPLE OBSERVATION
Before describing the changes in the
characteristics of the pre-prepared discs of
dental amalgam subjected to high

temperatures, two of the authors underwent
training regarding the observation of these
changes (variables) in the control group
(color, texture, fissures and cracks,
fractures, dimensional stability and
fragmentation), and had to unify the
criteria for observation. In order to
estimate
the
intraobserver
and
interobserver agreement, the Kappa test
was performed in the Stata® software ver.
6.0.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
IBM SPSS Statistics® Ver. 22.0 software
was used to calculate the prevalence (%) of
macroscopic changes in the sample. The
variables that were considered were
temperature, color, texture, fissures and
cracks, fractures, dimensional stability and
explosion.

Fig.1: Disc elaborated in dental amalgam.

RESULTS
Respect standardization of observers,
Kappa test determined the intraobserver
standardization (0.88 and 0.86) and
interobserver (0.89 and 0.90) of the two
observers, respectively.
The three commercial brands (Contour®
Kerr®–USA, Admix® SDI®–Australia
and Nu Alloy® Newstethic®–Colombia)

of dental amalgam had a different behavior
in each temperature range (Table 2). At
15X (Figure 2) and at 50X (Figure 3)
changes in dimensional stability, texture,
color, fissures and cracks, fracture and
explosion changes were seen in the dental
amalgam discs that were subjected to the
action of high temperatures. In general, at
200°C the dental amalgam discs of the
three commercial brands lost brightness
11
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and the surface seemed rough, much more
in the Admix® SDI®–Australia sample
discs. At 400°C numerous rounded nodules
with a porous appearance together with
fissures and cracks appeared (these nodules
in the Admix® SDI®–Australia discs
appeared at 200°C). At 600°C the dental
amalgam discs of the three commercial
brands turned opaque and had a dark grey
color. Deep fracture lines were observed in
the places where the nodules had been

previously present and there was evidence
of loss of dimensional stability that
appeared as a convex shape to the surface
of the disc; at 800°C there was
fragmentation of each disc where the
appearance of rough, opaque and fragile
pieces were observed. They tended to
pulverize by touch. Shiny, bright and
compact fragments grouped into rounded
structures. The same changes at 8000C
were seen at 10000C.

Fig. 2: Amalgam discs observed at 15X. A1 Contour® Kerr®–USA amalgam disc, A2
Admix® SDI®–Australia amalgam disc and A3 Newstethic®–Colombia amalgam
disc. B1 Contour® Kerr® amalgam disc, B2 Admix® SDI®–Australia amalgam disc
in which silver nodules were observed and B3 Newstethic®–Colombia amalgam disc
subjected to a temperature of 200°C. C1 Contour® Kerr®–USA amalgam disc, C2
12
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Admix® SDI®–Australia amalgam disc and C3 Newstethic®–Colombia amalgam
disc subjected to a temperature of 400°C in which silver nodules were observed. D1
Contour® Kerr®–USA amalgam disc, D2 Admix® SDI®–Australia amalgam disc
and D3 Newstethic®–Colombia amalgam disc subjected to a temperature of 600°C in
which the silver nodules disappear. E1 Contour® Kerr®–USA amalgam disc, E2
Admix® SDI®–Australia amalgam disc and E3 Nu Alloy® Newsthetic®–Colombia
amalgam disc subjected to a temperature of 800°C in which the conformation of silver
spheres and bands was observed.

Fig. 3: Amalgam discs at 50X in which the appearance of silver nodules was notice between
200° and 400°C, the disappearance of the same at 800°C, and the conformation of
silver spheres (E1 and E3) and bands (E2) at 1000°C.
DISCUSSION

Before discussing the behavior of the three
commercial brands of dental amalgam
13
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used in this study it should be noted that
they are “latest generation” dental
materials with different sizes of mixed
particles and contain a high copper content
to eliminate the “gamma 2 phase”. The
components of Contour® Kerr®–USA are
41% silver, 31% tin, 28% copper and 41%
mercury; those for
Admix® SDI®–
Australia are 40% silver, 31% tin, 29%
copper and 47,4% mercury; and for Nu
Alloy® Newsthetic®–Colombia are 45%
silver, 31% tin, 24% copper and 50%
mercury. It is important to notice the
proportions of silver, copper and tin that
are used in the overall composition the
alloy17.
There are many publications in the
forensic literature in respect of the
behavior of dental materials when subject
to the action of high temperatures. Merlati
et al18, subjected teeth restored with
amalgam to high temperatures. The study
showed that bubbles appeared in the
surface of the amalgam at 200°C and
mercury evaporated at 6000C. The same
authors in other study, subjected 75 teeth
(25 class I amalgam restored teeth and 25
class V amalgam restored teeth) to high
temperatures, observing that in each
temperature range there were repeated
changes in the samples and at 1000°C the
amalgam disintegrated22.
Moreno et al19, performed a study where
200 teeth were subjected to high
temperatures. 50 teeth were filled with
dental amalgam (GS-80 SDI®). The
purpose of the study was to describe the
subsequent behavior of the amalgam
fillings whilst being subjected to the action
of high temperatures and to establish
parameters that could be used in cases of
forensic dental identification where
burned, charred or incinerated human
remains were a feature of the case. The
authors described that at 200°C and at
400°C the amalgam suffered loss of

brightness and nodule formation on the
surface. At 600°C the amalgam developed
an opaque black color together with the
loss of morphological features. At 800°C
the texture became roughened and some
specimens were fragmented. Finally
between 1000°C and 1200°C the amalgam
cracked into fragments.
Patidar et al23, subjected teeth filled with
different materials, including dental
amalgam, to the action of high
temperatures. His study found that after
200°C the appearance of surface of the
amalgam fillings presented as a rough and
fissured. These features became more
evident with increasing temperature: at
800°C the appearance of globular
structures in the restorations surface was
noted.
Aramburo et al24, performed an in vitro
pseudo-experimental study in order to
observe the micro structural physical
changes in dental tissues (enamel, dentin
and cementum) and in dental materials
commonly used in endodontics in 124
human teeth. Forty two teeth were restored
with dental amalgam (GS-80® SDI®), and
then subjected to high temperatures. The
authors found that at 200°C the amalgams
turned opaque and rough by forming
surface nodules. At 400°C the amalgam
suffered loss of brightness and fissures
were also observed. At 600°C the
amalgam turned black. At 800°C the black
colour was still present together with
rounded nodules and internal fissures. At
1000°C the amalgam fragmented and
pulverized.
Moreno and Mejia25 carried out a pilot
study, using scanning electron microscopy,
to standardize the technique used to
observe teeth subjected to
high
temperatures. In the case of the dental
amalgam at 200°C the superficial texture
and structure changes are related to the
melting points of the metals that form the
14
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alloy. At 400°C the amalgam presented
with roughness in the occlusal surface
associated with the development of
nodules that arise when the mercury
evaporates through gas bubbles. When the
temperature lowers by action of the
environmental pressure, the other elements
of the alloy are grouped and driven by the
mercury to form these nodules.
All of these in vitro studies described the
changes that occurred in dental amalgam
restorations by subjecting extracted
restored teeth to the action of high
temperatures. All of the studies found the
formation of rounded or globular
structures in the surface of the amalgam, a
fact that was first described by Günther
and Schmidt –and referenced by Rötzscher
et al27– as “silver bullets” that develop at
800°C due to mercury evaporation.
The formation of “rounded or globular
structures” and “silver bullets” is now well
recognized in the literature. This in vitro
study was designed to further investigate
and to progress the process of the
formation of these “rounded or globular
structures” and “silver bullets” in dental
amalgam.
Against this background the study was
based on the use of pre-prepared discs of
amalgam rather than the use of extracted
teeth that had been previously been
restored with amalgam.
Dental amalgam subjected to high
temperatures presents with superficial
texture and structural changes related to
melting points of the metals that form the
alloy. Between 200°C and 400°C the
amalgam presents with roughness apparent
on the occlusal surface related to the
development of nodules that arise when
the mercury evaporates through gas
bubbles. These gas bubbles drive with
them silver particles to the amalgam
surface and because of decreases in
pressure and temperature the gas bubbles

and silver particles coalesce to form the so
called “silver bullets”.
Temperature
affects the gamma 1 phase so that the
mercury as it passes from solid to liquid
state sweeps silver particles to the surface
and evaporates and leaves the silver
particles to form a superficial nodule. At
temperatures between 800°C and 1.000°C,
the silver particles reach melting point and
evaporate, resulting in the disappearance
of the nodules. As the temperature
decreases little spheres or (betas) are
formed composed of either copper or tin.
They are fragmented and pulverized as a
result of the oxidation of the copper (from
600°C) and due to the early fusion of tin
(since 200°C)28-30. These changes result in
dimensional instability, fractures and
further disintegration (fragmentation and
pulverization) of the dental amalgam21.
It is recognized that this study has certain
limitations associated with the choice of
using pre-prepared “in vitro” discs of
amalgam rather than the choice of using
“in vivo” extracted teeth that had been
previously been restored with dental
amalgam. The behavior of amalgam
restorations in extracted teeth subjected to
high temperatures has been reported in
previous studies. However in this study it
was decided to use pre-prepared discs of
amalgam to standardize the macroscopic
changes that occur when amalgam is free
from the dimensional changes associated
with the dental tissues.
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Amalgam brands

Contour® Kerr®
Admix® SDI®
Nu Alloy® Newstethic®

Table 1. Sample distribution
Temperature
Control group
Intervention group
28ºC
200ºC
400ºC
600ºC
800ºC
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

CONCLUSIONS
Dental amalgam when subjected to high
temperatures suffers changes in color,
texture, the development of fissures and
cracks, fractures, dimensional stability and
explosion. The most distinctive change is
the development of silver nodules in the
surface of the amalgam from 200°C to
400°C and the subsequent disappearance
of these silver nodules to form spheres and
bands at temperatures of up to 1000°C.
The development of silver nodules, and
their subsequent disappearance, is a
regular feature of the “latest generation” of
current commercially available brands of
dental amalgam (rich in copper) when they
are subjected to high temperatures. This
paper provides further evidence of how
changes in the appearance of the surface of
dental amalgam restorations subject to
high temperatures may facilitate

1000ºC
3
3
3

determination
of
the
maximum
temperature to which the burned, charred
or incinerated human remains were
subjected.
Further
studies
are
recommended
including a wider range of commercially
available brands of dental amalgam. These
additional studies should incorporate data
obtained
from
scanning
electron
microscopy, mass spectrometry and atomic
force microscopy to identify the presence
(qualitative analysis) and the quantity
(quantitative analysis) of the components
of the dental amalgam. The use of
extracted teeth containing dental amalgam
of a known brand would be beneficial.
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Table 2. Frequency of the changes of the discs of dental amalgam subjected to high temperatures
Contour®
Admix®
Nu Alloy®
Characteristics
Kerr®
SDI®
Newstethic®
200ºC
Bright gray color remains
Bright gray color remains
Bright gray color remains
Color
(100%)
(100%)
(100%)
The surface appearance
The surface appearance
The surface appearance
is porous (100%)
Texture
is rough and porous
is porous (100%)
Superficial nodules
(100%)
appear (100%)
Fissures and cracks
Are not presented (None)
Are not presented
Are not presented
Fracture
It’s not presented (None)
It’s not presented
It’s not presented
Dimensional stability
It’s not observed
It’s not observed
It’s not observed
Fragmentation
It’s not observed
It’s not observed
It’s not observed
400ºC
Gray color remains but
Gray color remains but
Gray color remains but
Color
not as bright (100%)
not as bright (100%)
not as bright (100%)
The surface appearance
The surface appearance
The surface appearance
is porous (100%)
is compact (100%)
is porous (100%)
Texture
Superficial nodules
Superficial nodules
Superficial nodules
appear (100%)
appear (100%)
appear (100%)
Pores and cracks are
Pores and cracks are
Pores and cracks are
Fissures and cracks
observed on the nodules
observed on the nodules
observed on the nodules
(100%)
(100%)
(100%)
Fracture
It’s not presented
It’s not presented
It’s not presented
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Dimensional stability
Fragmentation
Color

Texture

Fissures and cracks
Fracture
Dimensional stability
Fragmentation

Color

Texture

Fissures and cracks
Fracture

Dimensional stability

Fragmentation

It’s not observed
It’s not observed
It’s not observed
It’s not observed
600ºC
Changes to a dark
Changes to a dark
opaque gray (100%)
opaque gray (100%)
The surface appearance
The surface appearance
is compact (100%) and
is compact (100%) and
the nodules disappear
there’s traces of nodules
(100%)
(100%)
There are fissures and
There are fissures and
cracks where the nodules
cracks where the
were (100%)
nodules were (100%)
Deep fracture lines are
It’s not presented
observed (66.6%)
Thermic expansion is
Thermic expansion is
observed –shape
observed –shape
alteration– (100%)
alteration– (66.6%)
It’s not observed
It’s not observed
800ºC and 1.000ºC
Changes to black opaque
Changes to black
with bright gray spheres
opaque with bright gray
(100%)
spheres (100%)
A pulverized phase and a
A pulverized phase and a
compact phase shaped
compact phase shaped
like little spheres are
like little spheres and
observed
bands are observed
Fragmentation and
Fragmentation and
pulverization are
pulverization are
observed (100%)
observed (100%)
Fragmentation is
Fragmentation is
observed (100%)
observed (100%)
Fragmentation and
Fragmentation and
pulverization by thermic
pulverization by thermic
expansion are observed
expansion are observed–
–shape alteration–
shape alteration– (100%)
(100%)
Fragmentation and
Fragmentation and
destruction of the disc is
destruction of the disc is
observed (100%)
observed (100%)

It’s not observed
It’s not observed
Changes to a dark
opaque gray (100%)
The surface appearance
is compact (100%) and
the nodules disappear
(100%)
There are fissures and
cracks where the nodules
were (100%)
Deep fracture lines are
observed (33.3%)
Thermic expansion is
observed –shape
alteration– (33.3%)
It’s not observed
Changes to black opaque
with bright gray spheres
(100%)
A pulverized phase and a
compact phase shaped
like little spheres are
observed
Fragmentation and
pulverization are
observed (100%)
Fragmentation is
observed (100%)
Fragmentation and
pulverization by thermic
expansion are observed–
shape alteration– (100%)
Fragmentation and
destruction of the disc is
observed (100%)
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